**How to Measure Accurately for Your Gates and Railings**

**Gate Opening 1**
Flush Fitting Capping Stone

- If your capping stone fits flush with the wall you can measure from either point A or B.
- If your capping stone overhangs the brick pillar you should measure from point A only. This will prevent the railheads on the gate top hitting the capping stone as the gate swings open.

**Gate Opening 2**
Overhanging Capping Stone

- If your capping stone overhangs the brick pillar you can measure from point A or B.
- However, if you require a matching gate(s) and your capping stone overhangs the pillar we advise you to measure from point A only so the tops of your railings will finish at the same height as those on your gate(s).

**Railings Opening**

- If your capping stone overhangs the brick pillar you can measure from point A.

**Standard Clearances**
Please provide full brick to brick measurements. Please do not deduct anything from these measurements as we make allowances for all hinges and latches. We will allow 40mm for ground clearance. If you have a sloping driveway and require a larger gap at the base of your gates then please specify this in "Additional Information" prior to checkout.